Welcome Center Food Valley
Schooling Program

WCFV guides your employees to find the best school for their kids.

Welcome Center Food Valley welcomes expats to the Netherlands. The Schooling Program enables the family to find the right school and to make a smooth start in their educational journey in the Netherlands.

The Dutch education system can be complex to navigate through as it usually differs from that in the expats’ home country. WCFV can guide your employee and their family through this process. We will explain how the system works, research what their possibilities are and inform them about the Dutch education laws.

Together with the employee, we will look into which schools suit their families’ needs and wishes best. Furthermore, we will inform them on the policies on children that are new to the Netherlands and don’t speak Dutch, and accompany them on school visits if necessary. Our Schooling Program is aimed at giving guidance and support in the expats’ school search, so that the whole family can make a soft landing and happy living.

Welcome Center Food Valley

welcome@wcfv.nl

Happy landing & living in the Food Valley